
It doesn’t take a degree in management to build loy-
alty and morale and productivity in the office.
“It’s the little things that make the biggest differ-

ence,” says leadership consultant and speaker GARY
BRADT, PsyD, of Bradt Leadership Inc. in
Summerfield, NC.
Here are six of them. They are amazingly simple.

They cost nothing. Yet they are no-fail improvers.

hello and how are you?

First is a tactic that’s deceptively simple. It’s noth-
ing more than saying hello to the staff the manager
passes throughout the day and at the same time mak-
ing eye contact with them.
It takes very little effort and very little conversa-

tion, Bradt says. “There’s no need to do therapy in the
hallway.” Just stop, look at the staffer, and say “Hello.
How are you doing?” And wait for an answer.
A manager may see walking by without speaking as

just part of being busy and getting the job done effi-
ciently.
But that’s not how staff see it. To them, it’s being

ignored and avoided and even an indication that they
have done something wrong or that their jobs are in
jeopardy.
Don’t disparage a personal hello as “a touchy-

feely” sort of thing, he says. It’s good basic manage-
ment. It sets a positive tone in the office, and staff will
in turn convey that positive tone to the patients.
He points out that in any business, the employees

treat the customers “the same way they are treated by
the boss.” To get a good sense of how any office’s
employees are treated, “look at how they treat the cus-
tomers.”

face to face at least once a day

The second management improver is to take com-
munication further and make an effort to give each
staffer a minute or two of “face time” every day.
Bradt points out that a common complaint about

any manager is “we don’t see him all day long.”
He recommends setting aside a few minutes two or

three times a week to walk around the office and talk
individually with as many staff as possible.
Make the remarks positive. “It’s not the time to

catch people doing something wrong” or to mention a
mistake somebody made last week. Use the time
instead to show appreciation and to offer assistance.
All that’s needed are comments such as “you’re doing
a good job on that” and “is there anything I can do to
help you?”
Those few minutes of conversation build a relation-

ship between manager and staff. And the relationship
builds loyalty.
In addition, the ongoing communication with staff

can bring to light staff talents and interests the manag-
(please turn to page 3)
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this month’s
idea

A separate room for schedulers
calms the hubbub at the front desk
A few years ago, Raleigh Pediatric Associates in Raleigh, NC,

realized that “the front desk is not the spot to check people in and
out and make return appointments” and at the same time schedule
new appointments.
With staff constantly having to answer the phones, the area was

too busy and too noisy to give patients at the window the attention
they needed, says practice manager MARY BAUGH.
People were waiting in line only to have to wait again while the

phone got answered, and staff were constantly having to tell either a
patient or caller to “hang on” – an especially irritating situation for a
mother “who has been up three nights with a sick child.”
So Baugh moved the phones to a separate room where three

staffers do nothing but schedule appointments.
With 15 physicians and an average of 200 patients a day, “that

was necessary,” she says. Even so, there was the question of whether
the three staffers could handle being isolated and doing nothing but
scheduling.
But as it turned out, they liked having “the peace and quiet”

needed to do the job.
It’s the scheduling that determines how well the day goes for

everybody, she explains, and the job is complex. Different nurse
times have to be blocked off for different appointment types, sick-
child visits have lead-time requirements, twins have to be scheduled
on specific days, and so on. There are also the “ifs and exceptions”
of parents’ and children’s available times. Being able to focus on the
work, the staffers can juggle all those elements
There was also the question of whether it was a good idea “to

separate a team that was used to being together at the front desk.”
But that too turned out well. To keep the schedulers from losing

touch with the rest of the staff, Baugh includes them in all the front-
desk activities and meetings.
The office also has good cross training, and the schedulers are

free to ask for swap days just for a change of scenery. One scheduler
does so. The other two, however, prefer to stay put.
Separating the scheduling would be a good move for any office

with a too-busy window, she says. The front desk staff “are the jugu-
lar vein of the office,” because they are the people patients see and
the people who need to have time to say “I’m sorry your child is
sick today.” With no phones to answer, they can do just that.
If your office has set up a system that makes managing easier,

MOM would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical
Office Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone
404/367-1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we
write about in this column. �
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ability to make the report, tell the doctors ahead of
time that the presentation may not be perfect, but
“there’s a method to my madness. Here is why I’m
doing it.”

the handwritten note

An oft ignored morale builder: the old fashioned
handwritten note.
So few people write notes today that when someone

gets one, it’s not only remembered but often kept.
The message doesn’t have to be long. It’s enough to

write “job well done!” or “you’re really doing a good
job. Thank you.”
Bradt cautions, however, not to use a handwritten

note to pass down criticism. The fact that the message
is handwritten makes it personal and serious, and staff
will see the criticism as extremely harsh.

just a bowl of candy

And finally there’s candy.
Keep a bowl of it on the desk and people tend to

stop and ask if they can have some. And while there,
they tend to open up about issues and concerns and
talk about whatever rumors may be floating around.
Besides keeping the manager abreast of what’s

going on, that strengthens the staff-manager relation-
ship, Bradt says. Once people get used to coming in
for the candy, they see visiting the manager as a posi-
tive experience. �

Three steps to hiring
staff who can do
and will do the job
Spend a little time making a hire = spend a lot of

time fixing a mistake.
Managers tend to go about hiring quickly and hap-

hazardly, says RON PRICE of Price Associates, a
performance improvement consulting firm in Nampa,
ID. They assume hiring is a gamble anyway, so they
rely on the best guess.
It doesn’t have to be so. There can be a reasonable

amount of certainty in the decision as long as the man-
ager does three things.
The first is to check the education, experience, and

references listed on the resume.
The second is to get a picture of the job and figure

out what skills and motivators it requires.
And the third is to focus the interview not on sell-

ing the job to the candidate but on finding out if the

(continued from page 1)
er might otherwise never have known about. He gives
the example of a school where the janitor “was a guy
who was very shy and wouldn’t make eye contact with
anybody.” The school officials decided to make a
point of talking with him and saying things such as
“we’re glad you’re here” and “you do a good job
keeping this school clean.”
The janitor began to see his job as important and

“started coming out of his shell” and talked about his
experience with computers. The man is now the
school’s IT director.

those subtle hits of disrespect

Another small element of good management is to
get rid of the little slights that often get imposed on
employees.
Bradt gives the examples of setting up a fitness

facility membership that’s reserved for the doctors or
holding a management-only Christmas lunch.
He also cites a former client that had a parking

garage with several levels and reserved the first three
for the top executives. Those levels were usually less
than half full, yet nobody else could park there.
“Why in the world would anybody do that?” he

asks. For the people who worked there, passing by
those empty spaces every morning and facing a long
walk to the door was a constant reminder “that they
were just peons.”
The company could have gained productivity by

making the parking first come, first served and there-
by rewarding the people who showed up early. It
could have gained even more in terms of morale had it
reserved the closer spots for the female employees as
a protective measure so they don’t have to walk alone
to the far corners of the decks.

important work = important staffer

To build confidence and productivity, give staff
individual projects that are of some importance. And
then don’t look over their shoulders while they do
them.
Take the concept even further and make strategic

assignments by giving projects to people who are
never in the spotlight. A staffer who works all day
with the billing software, for example, might be given
the job of evaluating a new billing program and mak-
ing recommendations to the doctors.
If there’s doubt about the staffer’s competence,

chose a project “that won’t kill the office” if it’s not
done properly. After all, the purpose is not to get the
assignment done but to give the staffer a sense of suc-
cess.
Also, he says, if there’s doubt about the staffer’s
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candidate has the skills and temperament needed to be
successful in the position.

verify the resume first

Start with the accuracy of the resume.
Verify everything on it, Price says. As many as 50%

of resumes are inaccurate, from embellishments on
previous jobs to bare-faced lies.
Check the education. It’s not unknown for even an

executive to lie about a degree.
Check too the awards the person claims to have

received, including any special recognitions from
school.
Now call the former employers, and to get them to

talk, start off with an assurance of privacy: This dis-
cussion is confidential. We will not tell the applicant
anything specific that anyone tells us. And we are
checking other references as well.
Ask a few questions the reference will feel free to

answer: Can you confirm the dates of employment?
the job title? Find inaccuracies there, and the person is
suspect right away.
Now for the job itself: Applicant A describes his

responsibilities with your company as X and Y. Is that
an accurate description?
Most employers will answer that question, he says.

There’s nothing wrong with confirming the responsi-
bilities, and it’s not slanderous to say “well, So-and-
So wasn’t exactly in charge of that project.”
If the employer’s description of the work doesn’t

match the resume, be forewarned that the applicant is
at best sloppy with details and at worst “willing to
bend the facts.”
Now start digging: Was Applicant A under your

direct supervision? If the answer is “no, I didn’t
directly supervise her,” ask Who did supervise her?
and Do you have any idea why she wanted me to talk
with you?
If the answer is that the relationship with the direct

supervisor wasn’t great, dig a little more: What do you
think was at the core of that? It may be the candidate
simply doesn’t relate well to any supervisor.
Now for performance: What would you say was the

greatest contribution A made to your office? That’s a
positive question an employer will feel comfortable
answering, and a lot can still be gleaned from what’s
said.
Follow up with Is there something you would have

liked A to focus on more? That may not get an answer,
Price says, but if it does, it’ll be valuable information.

then check out the person

Along with the verifications, run a criminal back-
ground check.
“That’s relatively easy and inexpensive” and also

worth it. It’s not unknown for an applicant in the most
professional of professions to skip over convictions
from drunk driving all the way to attempted murder.
Then go even further. Google the applicant’s name,

looking especially for personal web pages such as a
Facebook and MySpace. What appears there “might
not reflect well” on the image the office wants to con-
vey.

next, look at the job

Now look hard at what the job requires. And there
are two areas to research.
The first is performance. Says Price, “if that job

could talk, what would it say about the talent and per-
sonality needed to perform it?” Does it require some-
one who is people oriented? detail-oriented? a great
listener? What skills are necessary?
Talk to the people who have a vested interest in

how well the job gets done. If it’s a secretarial posi-
tion, talk with all the people who will work with the
secretary, from the doctor to the billing staff. Ask
what somebody needs to do to be “fantastic” in the
job.
And if possible, talk with someone who was suc-

cessful in the position previously, even if that person
is no longer with the office.
The second area to analyze is the motivators the job

carries.
People respond to one or more of six basic motiva-

tors, Price says. They are the drives to
• learn,
• earn,
• feel connected,
• help others,
• be in charge, and
• maintain order.
People who are good at sales, for example, are

motivated by the drive to earn. People in health care
are driven to help others.
So look at the tasks the job requires and decide

which of the six motivators need to be present. A
records position, for example, calls for keeping the
office organized. Thus, a necessary motivator is the
desire to maintain order.

and now it’s time to interview

Put the tasks and the motivators together and draw
up the interview questions.
To get the best answers, make the questions behav-

ior-based. Instead of Can you do X? phrase it as Give
me an example of a time when you did X.
Someone suited to the job will give actual exam-

ples, Price says. Someone “who is trying to fake it”
(continues on page 6)
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Background checks on job applicants are worth
doing, because statistics show that almost half of all
resumes are purposefully inaccurate.
There can be falsified education and experience,

says CARRIE B. ROSEN, a labor and employment
law attorney in the Philadelphia office of Cozen
O’Connor. More serious, however, the applicant could
be hiding a criminal record.

WHO NEEDS TO BE CHECKED OUT?
Sometimes criminal checking is required by law. In

medicine, that includes people who have one-on-one
contact with children or with the elderly or disabled.
However, when checking is required for professional
licensure, the office doesn’t have to repeat it.
Beyond that, who gets tapped is up to the office. It

might check everybody or only applicants for certain
jobs, perhaps those that involve handling money.
But whatever it opts to do, “it’s one or all.” If it

checks one employee, it has to check all the others in
that category. And the category can’t be discriminato-
ry, such as people with foreign-sounding names.
There are also people the office may be better off

not checking, Rosen says, most notably, the current
staff. Suppose a check turns up bad news about a good
staffer. Now the office has to take whatever action it
would ordinarily take in that situation, even though
the staffer is a valued employee.
Before doing any background check, “make sure

it’s a business decision,” she says. And be prepared to
give equal treatment to everybody in that category.

WHAT INFO CAN THE OFFICE USE?
There are requirements on how the office can use

the information it finds, but to a great extent the deci-
sion has to be made on a case-by-case basis.
In most states, an employer can consider felonies

and misdemeanors only as they apply to the job. A
drunk driving conviction, for example, would likely
not influence hiring a secretary, but when a company
is hiring a truck driver, “it’s a different story.”
Similarly, if a position requires working with chil-

dren, a conviction of child abuse would be a valid rea-
son not to hire someone or to terminate a current
employee.

WHAT’S THE RISK OF NEGLIGENT
HIRING WHEN A CHECK ISN’T DONE?
If there’s no state law requiring it for persons in

the position, “then the office is not liable.” For exam-
ple, if there’s no duty to check for sexual harassment,
the doctors aren’t liable if someone found guilty of it

at another job starts harassing people in the office.
On the other hand, suppose the office routinely

checks everybody in, say, a particular nursing position
even though there’s no requirement to do so. A nurse
harms a patient and it turns out there is a criminal
record but the office for some reason didn’t check that
person.
There’s going to be a problem.
And there’s a gray area. Even when there’s no legal

obligation to check someone, it could be argued that
the office had reason to suspect a problem and there-
fore should have run a check.

WHO DOES THE WORK?
The office can do its own criminal checking, Rosen

says, but it’s not a feasible job. It requires pulling
records from the counties where the applicant has
lived, and somebody could have lived in several
places over the past few years.
The best way to get that information is through a

background reporting agency.
An agency can do everything from checking for a

criminal record to verifying the Social Security num-
ber to getting information on education, employment,
driving records, and professional licenses. It can even
get personal information from friends, neighbors, and
business associates.

HOVERING ABOVE: THE FCRA
Using background information comes under the

auspices of the Fair Credit Reporting Act.
An interesting point is that the FCRA applies only

to searches made by agencies, though some states put
similar restrictions on searches done by employers.
In a nutshell, the FCRA says that if an employer

uses a reporting agency, it has to get written permis-
sion from the employee to conduct the search.
Then if the report turns up information that will

affect hiring or promotion or job status, the office has
to give that person notice before it takes any adverse
action. That gives the individual a chance to explain
or correct what the report says – a fair maneuver,
because a report can be incorrect or even carry infor-
mation about somebody else by mistake.
Following that, if the office does take adverse

action, it has to give the person a copy of the report.
The FCRA also puts restrictions on what can be

reported. For example, arrest records can’t be reported
after seven years though convictions can be reported
at any time. And there are time limits as well so that
something a job applicant did as a teenager isn’t still
hanging over that person’s head at middle age. �

The whys and why nots of background checks
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(continued from page 4)
won’t talk about specifics but about concepts.
Suppose it’s a front-desk position and the staffer

“will be constantly interrupted and will have six
things going at a time.” It’s fruitless to say This job is
going to require you to juggle a lot of different tasks.
Can you handle that? “Anybody with any sense is
going to say ‘oh, I’m great at that.’”
A behavior-based question, however, shows if the

individual has a history of being able to multi-task:
Give me an example of a time you had to juggle a lot
of different tasks. How did you deal with it?
Then later on, double check the answer by asking

the opposite: Give me an example of a time you had to
work on just one project for days and days. Did you
like it? Did you get tired of it?
Don’t put the two back-to-back lest the applicant

match the answers up. With the break, the first answer
gets forgotten and the second may contradict it.
Draw up more questions to find out if the candidate

has the motivators needed to do the job.
If the job requires keeping charts organized, there

has to be a desire to maintain order: When you have a
lot of things to do, how do you decide which ones are
most important? Listen for examples of how that per-
son put things in good order. Again, if there are no
specifics, the individual is probably not organized.
Another order motivation question: Tell me how you

do your filing and how you like to organize your work-
space.
And immediately after that: Give me an example of

a situation when you didn’t have enough time to keep
everything organized. What did you do? Someone who
says “it was okay, I got by” doesn’t have a tremendous
need for organization. The answer should be “I could-
n’t deal with it. I had to stop and get organized.”
Then to determine if the candidate has a need to

help others: Give me an example of someone you
worked for who was always asking you to do things at
the last minute. Tell me how you responded to that.
The best answer, of course, is “I stayed late” or “I

enjoyed helping my boss.”
Then slip in the clincher: Did you ever feel like she

needed to get her act together? If the answer is yes,
that person isn’t especially driven to help others.

listen to the questions too

Beyond the answers, pay attention to the questions,
Price says. That will show clearly whether someone is
trying to find an appropriate job “or is just looking for
a paycheck.”
Somebody who keeps saying “yes, I can do that”

and then asks only about the pay and vacation is the
latter. Somebody who has self awareness enough to
ask how interesting the work is and what the doctors
are like is looking for a fit. �

CPT’s 2009 updates start
with new E/M guidelines

BY THERESE M. JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P
CPT 2009 has a lot of new codes that aren’t really

new but have simply been renumbered so as to locate
them in more accurate positions in the book.
That’s especially true with the E/Ms where 15 of

the 17 new codes are just renumberings.
All apply to neonate and pediatric care, and what’s

important to note about them is the new guidelines.

critical care

The new guidelines start with clarifications:
• Neonate v. pediatric. The neonate critical care

codes apply to newborns, or to the first 28 days of life
(99468–99469). The pediatric critical care codes apply
from 29 days through 71 months, or five years
(99471-99476).
When a baby reaches day 29 of life, switch over

from the neonate to the pediatric codes.
• Transport to or from a facility. If the doctor

attends the transport and if the baby is more than 24
months old, the codes are 99291-99292. But for
infants 24 months or younger, use 99466-99467.
• Critical care time. Time spent outside the critical

care unit can’t be coded as critical care, because the
doctor is not immediately available to the baby.
Neither is it critical care to be in the unit but doing

something unrelated. For example, if the doctor takes
a 10-minute call about another patient, those 10 min-
utes don’t get counted as critical care time.
A related point is that remote real-time interactive

video conferencing (0188T-0189T) can’t be coded
alongside critical care. It’s one or the other – the baby
can be treated in person or by video, but not both at
the same time.

prolonged services

Whether inpatient or outpatient, report face-to-face
prolonged services right along with the E/M and other
services the doctor provides at the same time.
The time spent with the patient does not have to be

continuous. There can be a little bit now and a little

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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bit later, but for the code to apply, there must be a
total of at least 30 minutes. Less than that doesn’t get
coded at all.

preventive medicine services

New guides here say to use separate codes for vac-
cine/toxoid products, immunization administrations,
and ancillary studies.
So suppose the doctor is providing some preventive

service and at the same time does a screening test for
developmental delay and also vaccinates the child.
Everything gets coded – the test, the vaccine adminis-
tration, the counseling on the risks and benefits of the
vaccine (90465-90474), and the vaccine itself (90476-
90749).

newborn care

For normal newborns, the care codes apply to ser-
vices given before the baby goes home. For the initial
care, the code is 99460; for each subsequent day, it’s
99461; and if the baby is born and discharged on the
same day, it’s 99463.
When the baby is other than normal, use either the

neonatal intensive care service codes or the codes for
hospital inpatient services.
What if there’s normal care and later that day the

baby requires intensive or critical care services?
Both the normal care and the intensive or critical

care get coded, but the latter gets modifier 25 to show
that it is a separate service given on the same day as
the first E/M service.
What about other services the doctor provides at

that time?
Those get coded separately. For example, delivery

room attendance or resuscitation to a normal newborn
each get their own code – 99464 for the attendance
and 99465 for the resuscitation.
And if there’s an additional service such as circum-

cision, that too gets coded.

critical care during transport

The transport codes (99466-99467) cover face-to-
face care during the transport of a critically ill or
injured child 24 months old or younger. Some points
to note:
• Code only the services the doctor provides. If the

team starts an IV line, for example, the doctor can’t
report that.
• The care begins when the physician assumes pri-

mary responsibility of the patient.
• Face-to-face means being there with the baby. If

the doctor is on the phone telling the transport team
what to do, that’s not face-to-face. Instead, the code is

99288 (physician-directed emergency service).
• Code 99466 covers the first 30 to 74 minutes. For

each additional 30 minutes, use 99467. Anything less
than 30 minutes doesn’t get counted.

inpatient critical care

For the inpatient setting, if the baby isn’t critically
ill but needs intensive observation, the critical care
codes don’t apply. Use the continuing intensive care
codes instead – 99477 (initial care) and 99478-99480
(subsequent care). The last three depend on birth and
current weight. Low birth weight is 1,500-2,500
grams, or about 3.3 to 5.5 pounds. Very low birth
weight is less than 1,500 grams.
For the outpatient setting, go back to the regular

critical care codes (99291 and 99292).
If a baby is treated at two institutions on the same

day by two different physicians, the first doctor uses
the regular critical care codes (99291-99292), and the
doctor at the receiving hospital uses the neonatal and
pediatric critical care codes (99468-99476). At age
six, the regular critical care codes apply to both.
Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, is

assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta. �

1. Win the doctors’ respect
(here’s how)

Good communication with the doctors may not
seem the most important element of a manager’s suc-
cess, but poor communication can sabotage it.
Here are a baker’s half dozen rules for communicat-

ing in a way that generates their respect, establishes
credibility, and shows them they can trust the manager
to run their practice.

I hate to barge in, but . . .

Rule 1. Set the ground rules for communicating.
Many a manager starts out on the wrong communi-

cation foot by failing to ask the doctors what type of
communication they prefer, says LONNIE PACELLI,
president of Leading On the Edge International, a
management consulting company in Sammamish, WA.
Every doctor is different. Some are “drop in any-

time” people while others want appointments and
advance information about what’s to be discussed.
The only way to find out who likes what is to ask,

two good goals to set for 2009
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corrected tell the doctors what has been learned from
it and what’s been done to prevent a repeat.

a solution to every problem

Rule 4: Don’t present a problem without also sug-
gesting a solution.
The doctors pay the manager to take care of the

problems they don’t want to worry about. When the
manager is constantly running to them for help with
no idea what to do, they aren’t getting their money’s
worth – and they know it.
Give them the full picture of every problem. Lay

out the issue, list the options, and explain the potential
impact of each one.

the little white lie

Rule 5. Never stretch the truth. Don’t exaggerate a
problem or inflate the numbers to persuade the doc-
tors to do something.
Don’t, for example, try to convince them to add a

new technology by embellishing its benefits or exag-
gerating the consequences of not buying it.
Or don’t inflate the virtues of someone the manager

wants to hire.
Getting caught stretching the truth “on even the

smallest of facts” wrecks the manager’s credibility. As
soon as the doctors realize they’ve been given a
stretched truth on one thing, they will question the
truth of everything they hear. They have lost their
trust in the manager.

keep the emotions out of the job

Rule 6: Keep the emotions out of the job.
Don’t put personal reasons ahead of what’s best for

the practice, Pacelli says.
Suppose the doctors decide to trim the budget by

laying someone off. The manager is a friend of that
employee and goes to them saying “it just can’t be
Employee A.”
All that does is show that the manager can’t keep

emotion out of business and, worse, doesn’t know
how to run a business.
Go in instead with a business statement plus a few

options, and make them business-related: “I think we
should keep Employee A for reasons X, Y, and Z. Here
are some alternatives we might consider.”
Recognize that part of the job is making decisions

because they are right for the office and carrying
through with those decisions even when some person-
al sacrifice is involved.
Similarly, he says, don’t run to the boss in times of

frustration and frayed nerves. In that frame of mind,
anybody is likely to turn to emotional terms instead of

and the question is “what’s the best way for me to
communicate with you? drop-in? by appointment? a
phone call first? an e-mail notice?”
Ask if the doctor wants to know ahead of time what

points will be discussed. Some prefer that so they can
think each item through beforehand.
Ask too “if the boss likes written or verbal commu-

nication.” Some people like to get a written summary
of a situation and then talk about it only if necessary.
Others just want to talk.
Ask what the best time is to see the doctor. At the

end of the day? in the morning?
And then ask what types of issues warrant interrup-

tions. What seems a crisis to the manager “is often a
guppy compared to the big fish the doctor is trying to
fry.”
Follow everybody’s preferences, he says. Barge in

on a doctor who likes to get an e-mail notice, and the
manager has hit two strikes before the game has even
begun.

surprise! you just lost a payer!

Rule 2: Tell the doctors about serious issues as they
arise. Don’t wait until a situation is out of control.
While it’s true they want the manager to solve the

office’s problems, when a situation can affect the doc-
tors directly, not bringing it immediately to their
attention looks like the manager is trying to hide it
from them.
He gives the example of the potential loss of a

major contract. They need to be in the loop from the
start so they can address the situation. They don’t
want an after-the-fact report of “we just lost our best
payer.”
Says Pacelli, anybody resents “being forced to

accept a problem without having had the option to fix
it before it got out of control.”

but it wasn’t my fault!

Rule 3: Own up to mistakes.
Many a manager takes an “O woe is me!” stance to

every problem and outlines what everybody else did
wrong.
To shift the blame without accepting any responsi-

bility looks suspiciously like the manager is omitting
some of the facts or even lying about what’s going on,
“and the credibility goes right out the window.”
“There’s no need to be self-flogging and say ‘I’m

responsible for killing Lincoln,’” but admit to the mis-
take. Say, for example, “here is what I did wrong. I
didn’t ensure that this got done.” That acknowledges
that other people did things wrong, but it also admits
to the manager’s role in what’s happened.
Don’t stop there.
Tell how the situation will be rectified, and once it’s
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facts. Don’t call on the boss without facts, and don’t
make any suggestion unless it’s “the right thing for the
business.”

‘the suck-up factor’

Rule 7: Don’t tell the doctors what they want to
hear just because they want to hear it.
True, some doctors respond well to “the suck-up

factor” and don’t see it for what it is, Pacelli says. But
after a while, anybody recognizes what’s going on and
comes to see the manager as someone who has noth-
ing new to offer.

a few final thoughts

Pacelli also gives a few pointers on meeting with
the doctors.
• Be on time. If the agreement is to meet at 10:00

a.m., be there at 10 a.m.
• Come in knowing what to talk about. Have it

written out if necessary.
Outline the matter clearly, crisply, and quickly. The

doctors will see it as a waste of their good time if the
manager is “fumbling around with papers” or hasn’t
thought the situation through.
• Don’t get sidetracked. It’s not uncommon for a

discussion to start out with A and then take a turn to
related issues B and C so the meeting ends with no
solution for A.
When diversion happens, maneuver the conversa-

tion back on track. Say “let’s get closure on A and
then go on to the other elements.”
• Don’t throw in another topic unexpectedly. To

bring up a topic that’s not on the agenda, introduce it
only after the initial discussion is complete. And then
be honest and say it’s an added item. A good opener is
“can we take the rest of this time to talk about another
issue?”
Don’t start off talking about topic A “and then pork

barrel in topics B and C,” he says. Nobody wants to be
taken advantage of like that.

2. Get a better salary
(here’s how)

When the economy goes down, so do the raises –
including the one the manager has been hoping for.
Don’t despair.
There’s are raises to be had, but they have to be

earned. Getting them entails finding out what the doc-
tors expect, doing work beyond what they ask for, and
when all is said and done, showing them they are get-
ting more than their money’s worth, says INGUNN
AURSNES of Quantum Leap Consulting, a marketing

and business goals consulting firm in West Palm
Beach, FL.
It’s a long process.

a year in the making

A good raise starts with preparation a year in
advance.
Meet with the doctors and ask what their expecta-

tions are for the position of manager, Aursnes says.
And at the same time, ask them how those expecta-
tions will be measured and rewarded.
Ask with tact. Don’t just blurt out “I want to know

what I have to do to get a raise.” Focus instead on
meeting their expectations and benefiting the practice.
The raise part comes later.
Open the discussion with
I want to do a great job. What is it that you

expect me to accomplish in the next six months?
in the next year?
Show a sincere effort to provide top service. Ask

questions such as “what elements are necessary for me
to exceed your expectations?” or “I am ambitious. I
want to give you top service, but I also want to earn
the best compensation I possibly can” or “I want to
make myself more valuable to you.”
Whatever it is the doctors want – setting up a new

computer system, increasing the revenues, or cutting
overhead – make those items the goals for the coming
year. But unless the manager asks for that information,
the doctors may never mention what they want, leav-
ing the manager possibly working on jobs they don’t
even care about.
Knowing what’s wanted, now it’s time to talk about

the money. But again, use tact. Don’t just say “if I do
that, will I get a 10% raise?” Instead, ask what the
ground rules will be for setting next year’s raise. Ask
if the raise will be based on performance alone or on
the office’s financial performance or on a combination
of both.
After the meeting, send the doctors a summary of

the discussion and outline the agreed-on performance
expectations.

a six-month check-in

At six months, it’s time to check in.
Send the doctors a summary of what has been

accomplished since the meeting. Begin it with
I want to give you a half-year summary of the
areas we discussed.
Then cover the progress of each goal.
Tell what’s going well and where things are off

track. If a change has occurred that affects the ability
to complete a goal, explain it. For example, if the
office has decided to relocate, organizing the move
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will have to be at the top of the list and other things
will have to get pushed to the back burner.
The midpoint information will keep the doctors’

expectations realistic.
Make the summary as brief as possible, “one page –

a half page if possible,” Aursnes says. That’s short
enough for it to get read and long enough to show that
the manager is taking “a proactive, professional
approach” to doing a good job.

gather some money info

Now search out some guidelines on how much the
raise should be.
Some professional organizations publish salary sur-

veys, Aursnes says, but those usually come with a
high price tag. Her recommendation is to talk with
other managers in the area. Call one or several and ask
if they’d like to have lunch and exchange information
about everything from what the job entails to the com-
pensation.
People respond well to flattery, so preface the invi-

tation with “I’ve seen your work, and you are excel-
lent in what you do. I wanted to know if we could
meet for lunch . . .”
Another approach is to send out a survey to man-

agers in the area asking them to report their salary
information anonymously in exchange for access to
the survey results.
Choose the participants carefully, she adds. Go to

the best known and most successful managers in the
area, because their salaries will show what the top
compensation can be. The others will simply drag the
numbers down.

at last! the review!

Now for the review.
Set aside a time for it. Ask the doctors for a meeting

to discuss the performance.
At the meeting, give them a summary of how each

goal has been met. Also list any other achievements
for the period.
Present the summary as bulleted facts and then fill

in the details orally. Again, keep it to one page. If it’s
long, “it won’t be read.”
State everything “in terms of facts and numbers and

days,” she says. That makes it easy for the doctors to
see the value of the manager’s job.
Give a money outcome wherever possible. If a goal

was to cut expenses, show by how much and by what
percentage that’s been done. If it was to collect bills
60 days past due, show what additional money has
come in as a result. If it was to reduce turnover, show
the advertising and training costs the doctors have
saved.
The essential point is to illustrate how the manager

has affected the bottom line. That’s what the doctors
want to see.
She gives this example:
I have implemented a new billing system that

has reduced our billing time from X to Y. As a
result, we have increased our revenues by $Z.
At the end of the summary, give the raise expecta-

tion and show that the amount is based on data gath-
ered through a salary survey or from information from
other managers or whatever. If the agreement at the
beginning of the year was for the raise to reflect the
office’s financial performance as well, put in that cal-
culation.
Phrase it like this:
Based on my performance and the results it has

produced and also on the office’s financial pic-
ture, the expectation I have for a salary increase
is $X.
Expectation, she says, “is a positive word.”
But don’t demand an immediate answer. Just give

the report, answer any questions the doctors have, and
leave them to come to a decision.

no raise for you!

What if the performance supports a raise but none is
given?
Again with tact, tell the doctors there was an expec-

tation of a raise. But leave it at that. Say no more than
This is disappointing. We have been following

a plan, and we had agreed to some terms. I’m
surprised to hear what you are saying. But that is
your decision.
About all there is to do at that point it take a second

look at the job and think about moving on.

the all-around best

Three factors determine a person’s salary, Aursnes
says, and the people “who can check off those three
elements” are the people who get the highest pay-
check.
Those factors are the employer’s need for the

employee, the extent and quality of the service that
person provides, and the difficulty of replacing that
person.
She explains them this way:
• Need. Never eschew any task or challenge

because it’s not in the job description.
The doctors need a manager who can do and fix

anything. The more the manager does, the greater the
need. When the choices are learning a new system or
bringing in a consultant to do the job, the person who
knows the system is the one they need. If the manager
can’t do the work, the need is for the consultant.
People can have outstanding talents, but if those tal-
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ents aren’t needed, the pay is going to be low. It’s the
people with needed abilities who succeed.
• Service. Do more than the job requires.
People get that upside down, she says. They do the

minimum and claim that’s all they’re being paid to do.
Their argument is invariably “if I got a bigger check
and had more responsibility, then I would do a better
job.”
That’s the same as “give me heat and I’ll give you

the wood to start the fire.”
A successful person goes the other way around and

does a better job before looking for the bigger check.
• Replacement difficulty. A manager who can easi-

ly be replaced “is of low value” to the doctors.
The more extensive the services the manager pro-

vides, the more difficult replacement becomes. At that
point, “the value increases.”
And so does the salary. �

Use the poor economy
to get a better office lease;
renew now to save money

Bad news: the economy is down.
Good news: it’s the perfect time to negotiate better

terms on the office lease.
Like every other business, real estate is feeling the

lack of capital, says JOHN DeCOUTO, senior partner
with Bryant Commercial Real Estate Partners in
Atlanta. New tenants are scarce, so landlords are
scrambling “to maintain cash flow and occupancy.”
And to do that, they are making lease concessions that
weren’t available a few years ago.
Not all offices can take advantage of the situation.

Those in medical complexes or hospital-owned build-
ings likely won’t be able to do much negotiating. But
those in traditional office buildings can.
If there are less than two years remaining on the

lease, renegotiate now, DeCouto says. There are good
terms available in exchange for early re-upping,
because the landlord likely can’t afford to lose the
office as a tenant.
Here are some points worth discussing.

free rent!

The first thing to try for is abated rent, or a few
months of rent-free occupancy. To keep the building
full, the landlord may be willing to provide that in
exchange for extending the lease.
Sometimes the abatement is outside the lease peri-

od where in exchange for signing, say, a five-year

lease the landlord tacks five free months onto the five
years.
Sometimes it’s inside the lease so that five months

of those five years are rent-free.
A few years ago when landlords had plenty of capi-

tal and plenty of tenant prospects, that wasn’t an
option, DeCouto says.
Today they will often allow it in exchange for

longer leases, because they need their tenants to stay
put.

more money for renovations

The next area that can be turned to the doctors’
advantage is improvements to the current space.
If the office negotiates a renewal now, it may get

the landlord to agree to allot additional money for
that.
In the past, a landlord provided $X per square foot

for renovations, and if the price went higher, the ten-
ant had to pay the difference.
Now with fewer customers and fear of losing ten-

ants, landlords are raising those limits and sometimes
setting no limits at all. Some will even agree to
turnkey improvements where the building assumes
responsibility for both the cost and the build-out at no
cost to the tenant.
In exchange, the landlord gets a lease extension

plus a higher rental rate – and assured occupancy and
income.

getting first whack at new space

Another concession worth trying for is first dibs on
additional space.
Tenants who occupy as much as 5% of a building

can often get a right of first refusal on new space as it
becomes available, DeCouto says. A few years ago,
that option just wasn’t available to existing tenants.
Landlords knew that relocating was both expensive
and troublesome – especially for a medical practice –

by john chase

My appointment got changed, I waited three hours
for the doctor, and then he told me to lose weight.

Here’s your payment – in coal!



so they were pretty safe in assuming everybody would
renew. They spent their energy looking for new ten-
ants and offered them all the perks.
Prospects “were like the prettiest girl in school” and

got courted in high style. Current tenants, on the other
hand, “were like the pretty girls with boyfriends,” he
says. “Everybody was nice to them, but nobody tried
to get a date with them.”
Today, however, newcomers aren’t beating down

the doors, so landlords are anxious to get leases
renewed. To do so, they are offering their current ten-
ants many attractions previously reserved for new ten-
ants.
If the office is eying the space next door, which is

occupied, now is the time to ask for a right of first
refusal to it in exchange for an early lease renewal.

shedding a few square feet

It may also be possible to negotiate a reduction in
the office’s space.
When the market was not so tight, “a landlord

wouldn’t give much air time to a tenant who wanted to
give space back,” DeCouto says. But with today’s
concern for keeping the building filled, knowing a
tenant will be there long term is comforting – even it
means taking space back in exchange for that guaran-
tee. Thus, the landlord may well allow the office to
reduce its space in exchange for extending the lease.
Expect that to come with a price. The office will

most likely have to pay more per square foot than it is
currently paying. But depending on how much square

footage it’s able to cut out, the rent reduction could
produce a considerable savings.

a better deal to move?

What about looking for another site instead of
renewing the lease?
It’s a good option, but only if the office moves to a

nonmedical building.
In a medical office campus, the office has little or

no negotiating power. Supply and demand rules.
“There’s a finite supply of office space” and high
demand for it and thus the rents are high and the nego-
tiating ability low.
But where it is feasible to move to a traditional

office area, there can be good negotiating power.
Landlords see a medical practice as an attractive

tenant. It usually gets an extensive and expensive
buildout and thus is willing to a sign long-term lease.
He cautions, however, that moving is an option only

if the office has good credit.
The investors in any building “are putting pressure

on management to protect their investment.” As a
result, landlords “are asking for more credit informa-
tion plus documentation on new tenants’ business
structure and finances. And they are asking for bigger
security deposits.
With that as the alternative, the office may be better

off staying put. His advice is that “if the location
works, if the facilities work, and if the doctors like the
landlord,” focus on renewing the lease. �
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